DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH

DECEMBER 2012

Dear Droners, after many listening hours & gathering of informations, we can finally present you the last update for this year, DECEMBER 2012 (# 8) !
(as many had problems to read it last time we send this now unformatted - a formatted version can be seen / downloaded from:

www.dronerecords.de/download/Newsflash12-12.pdf
DRONE RECORDS LABEL NEWS: OUT SOON, PRE ORDER NOW !!

V.A. - DRONE-MIND // MIND-DRONE Vol. 2

LP

Drone Records MIND-02

2012

second volume in the NEW Drone Records series, feat: YANN NOVAK (USA), STROM NOIR (Slovakia), EMME YA (Columbia), KARL BÖSMANN (Germany); lim. 500 - four different vinyl-colours! € 15.00
Too many great releases to the end of this year, it's hard to make a selecton, but here are some personal RECOMMENDATIONS & some MAILORDER HIGHLIGHTS:
we'd like to recommend especially: the B*TONG / EMERGE split LP, VASILISK are back with new CD album, HITOSHI KOJO (SPIRACLE) new CD, ARKTAU EOS LP (esoteric/ritual drones from Finland), the KRENG 4 LP
box, NICK MOTT LP (first LP for the ex VOLCANO THE BEAR member), LOSCIL (best sublime ambient), amazing IF, BWANA / TRIO SCORDATURA doCD, a dedicated CD to the great British writer J.G. BALLARD (by
BECUZZI / BALESTRAZZI / ALTIERI), re-issue of incredible ICHIYANAGI and YEAST CULTURE LPs, LOKI-Foundation artist FIRST LAW with new CD, and a very dark BRUME LP;)
great new stuff also: MARTYN BATES (new album), MAEROR TRI (re-issue of last studio album), two rare REUTOFF 7"es, AALFANG MIT PFERDEKOPF (obscure first LP for this Drone Rec artist), diverse
MACHINEFABRIEK-releases, new entries from MONOCHROME VISION (Russia), ALT.VINYL (UK), AUTARKEIA (Lithuania)- don't miss the beautiful MALDUR ATAI 7" - , ROTORELIEF (France), new albums by
MENACE RUINE, ROBERT HAMPSON, INADE, FRANISCO LOPEZ, DEEP LISTENING BAND, D.D.AA., ELI KESZLER, G. TAZARTES, GROUPER, CELER, , etc. etc.
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum
order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for
very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
BUILD DREAM MACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!
BaraKa[H]

NR.
-

1

TITLE

AALFANG MIT PFERDEKOPF Kindspechleber

FORMAT LABEL & CAT- YEAR?
NR
-

LP + CD

Empiric Records
emrec 1

SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS -

PRICE

MORE INFO WWW

2012

six years after the 7" on Drone Rec. here's the first LP for this german
experimental / electro-acoustic drone project (by MIRKO UHLIG), wo
loves to work with obscure / surprising / dadaistic found sounds & delicate
drones, creating disturbing & dark'n'beautiful atmospheres at almost the
same time; quite unique stuff, a droney mind- & earplay.... comes with
bonus CD & appropriate artwork from ROBERT SCHALINSKI (COLUMN
ONE)

€20,00

www.empiricrecords.com

€13,00

www.oldeuropacafe.com

2

ALTIERI / BALESTRAZZI /
BECUZZI - In Memoriam
J.G.BALLARD

CD

Old Europa Cafe
OECD 159

2012

a tribute to the great British "intelligent science fiction" writer J.G.
BALLARD, which also functions as a soundtrack to some of his best
known novels, like "THE ATROCITY EXHIBITION", "CRYSTAL WORLD",
or "CONCRETE ISLANDS" (tracks are named after novels) => very
dense, dark, visionary industrial sounds, full of tension! A project by three
Italian experimentalists, "eroticism, technology, consumerism and cruelty
mingle together to create a new perception of reality", highly
recommended!

3

AMBARCHI, OREN - Raga Ooty
/ Nilgiri Plateau

LP

Bo'Weavil WEAVIL48

2012

three so far unreleased pieces from the archives (2006-2011), showing his
rawer side...

€20,50

www.boweavilrecordings.com

2012

greatly focused album by the Finnish ritual/drone duo with very refined &
pure contemplation-muzak (based on acoustic instruments, objects and
old synths), minimal & haunting, giving so much space & time to every
tone; all recorded in "real time" on reel-to-reel tapes without any computer
generated procession or sounds

€17,00

www.svartrecords.com/#

4

ARKTAU EOS - Unworeldes

LP

SVART Records
SVR141

1

5

BAILIFF, JESSICA - At the
down-turned jagged Rim of the
Sky

LP

Kranky Records
KRANK 170

2012

"Noisy pop-tinged love songs nestle slyly in a bed of off-kilter lullabies and
dark, metallic waltzes" - new album by the dreamscape-songwriter, who is
now also a live-member of BODUF SONGS

€15,50

www.brainwashed.com/kranky

6

BATES, MARTYN - Unsung

CD

A-Scale Records ASCALE 045

2012

10 new songs, the purest form of enchantment - just "vox" and guitar by
the EYELESS IN GAZA singer + some tiny droney "instrumental
colourings", great poetic songs of love & nostalgia..

€13,00

www.eyelessingaza.com/asr.html

7

BEARS - I was a good Hunter
until that Day

8

BIOSPHERE - Substrata

9

BIRDS OF PASSAGE - Winter
Lady

BIRDS OF PASSAGE &
10 LEONARDO ROSADO - Dear
and Unfamiliar
BLACK SUN PRODUCTIONS
11 with MIKAEL KARLSSON Phantasmata Domestica
BLONK, JAAP &
12
MACHINEFABRIEK - Deep Fried

13

BRB>VOICECOIL - These are
not our Borders

14 BRUME - Xerxes

15 B*TONG / EMERGE - split

MC

Voluntary Whores
[8VOWHO001]

2012

First relesae on this new German tape-label: a bewildering & almost
earplay-like experimental journey using distorted field recordings, animal
noises and other found sounds.. placed in a largely oversized photo-cover
bag, lim. 40, numbered, comes with small bag of dog (or bear?) hair and
lip(stick)s imprint ! C-60

do-LP

Biophon Records
BIO5LP

2011

re-issue of this true ambient-classic from 1997, comes with previously
unreleased track "Laika" (14:35 min) on Side D !! Lim. 1000, gatefoldcover, 180 gr vinyl, re-mastered by STEFAN BETKE, Berlin

€33,50

www.biosphere.no

LP

Denovali Records
DEN115

2011

imagine a fragmented / broken mixture of THIS MORTAL COIL &
GROUPER, but much more silent & minimal, hyper-romantic stuff from
New Zealand! Lim. vinyl version

€17,50

www.denovali.com

LP

Denovali Records
DEN107

2011

second album for the "dark poetique" singer/songwriter from New
Zealand, collaborating with LEONARDO ROSADO; vinyl-version lim. 300
in the typical DENOVALI deluxe style !

€19,50

www.denovali.com

CD

Old Europa Cafe
OECD 157

2012

the final BLACK SUN PROD. studio album, recorded in three years, feat.
many guest-musicians (as LYDIA LUNCH), dedicated to the memory of
PETER CHRISTOPHERSON; features many "classical" instrument
sounds & arrangements by MIKAEL KARLSSON

€13,00

www.oldeuropacafe.com

CD

Kontrans Electronic
Music series
KONTRANS 259

2012

surprising collaboration by the dutch sound poetry performer JAAP
BLONK (known for CDs on Staaplaat) & MACHINEFABRIEK => extreme
vocal emissions mesh perfectly with powerful sinus-tone electronics,
challenging stuff but it works !!

€12,00

www.jaapblonk.com

2012

another rare /obscure release by this very experimental British "concrete
ambience" artist - very strange object-noises and microsounds, hard to
describe; perfect if you like stuff as HANDS TO, SMALL CRUEL PARTY,
JOHN HUDAK, etc.. lim. 80 on handpressed polycarbonate (lathe-cut)
with coloured labels; mysterious & beautiful !!

€15,00

www.altvinyl.com

2012

inspired by the king of Persia (500 B.C.), a work around "human
aggression" - this is BRUME at the most alien, sinister, opressive &
demanding.... mind-overflooding & intense bad dream muzak; numbered
ed. 333 copies; "One can deduce that today Humanity didn't change one
iota since the dawn of time!"

€19,50

http://rotorelief.com

2012

very first LP for both Drone Rec.-artists and for the young label
Attenuation Circuit, with two side-long tracks full of fantastic experimental
drone-muzak that never stands still => morphing & moving dronescapes
from B*TONG, more slow & contemplative, eerie metallic rumblings by
EMERGE; both artists use the exact same source materials but come to
very different results, just excellent! Numbered ed. 100 copies,
handpainted covers with great 3D-effect, our highest praise !!

€23,00

www.attenuationcircuit.de

8" lathe-cut Alt.Vinyl av033

LP

LP

Rotorelief ROTOR
028

Attenuation Circuit
ACV 1001

2

€8,00

www.voluntarywhores.de

16

CARTER TUTTI VOID Transverse

LP + CD

Mute Records
STUMM340

2012

a unique collaboration between CHRIS CARTER, COSEY FANNI TUTTI
and NICK VOID of FACTORY FLOOR; very electronic / pulsative /
hypnotic material, comes with CD-version

€20,00

www.mute.com

2012

new (?) & previously unreleased recordings form the first LP "I, Anatomy"
with a truly nostalgic, more fragmented character as usual... the second
LP contains the 2007 EPs "All at once is what Eternity is" and "The Die
that's caste" (released so far only on CDR by Taalem & Conv)

€24,50

www.dragcity.com/store/label/st

www.infractionrecords.com

17 CELER - I, Anatomy

do-LP

Streamline
STREAMLINE 1034

18 CELER - Salvaged Violets

do-CD

Infraction Records
INFX050

2010

pure daydream-ambience recorded February 2008 with a special working
method, comes with liner notes by DANIELLE BAQUET-LONG and twelve
art-prints; lim. 998 copies

€16,00

Machinefabriek

2012

final 7" release of this collaboration trilogy, constructed by WILL LONG
(CELER) and RUTGER ZUYDERVELT in Toyko & Rotterdam, June 2012;
lim. 250

€8,50

www.machinefabriek.nu

€8,50

www.machinefabriek.nu

19

CELER & MACHINEFABRIEK Hei/Sou

7"

CELER & MACHINEFABRIEK 20
Numa/Penarie

7"

Machinefabriek

2012

airy atmospheric waves & dreamy guitar tone patterns, two nice collabpieces by the very active ambient-projects from the Netherlands &
USA/Japan who just toured together.. lim. 250, comes with download
code for digital versions & two extra videos by MARCO DOUMA

21 CHRYSAKIS, THANOS - Magma

CD

Monochrome Vision
(mv40)

2011

micro-sounding / electro-acoustic dronescapes with many details, one
long one-tracker by this Greek newcomer, to discover !

€12,00

www.monochromevision.ru

2011

re-issue of their third album from 2004, now with bonus-CD (2 unreleaed
tracks), gatefold cover

€23,50

www.icidailleurs.com

2012

spontaneous live-recordings made 2004 & 2006 (at four locations in
France), combining resonating metal-objects, pre recorded field
recordings like steps in the snow, and overtune-drones into beautiful
suspended textures.. lim. 300

€14,00

http://abser1.narod2.ru

Alt.Vinyl av014

2010

second collab between Clarinettist GARETH DAVIS & THUJA / HALA
STRANA-member STEVEN R.SMITH using guitar => stunning
experimental dronescapes, with lots of resonances & space.. lim. 500,
lovely cover

€15,50

www.altvinyl.com

Taiga Records TAIGA
21

2012

selection of recordings made 2011, completing the tetralogy of releases
on TAIGA; lim. 500, luxurious cover, pressed on 200 gr vinyl

€29,00

www.taigarecords.com

Machinefabriek

2012

a very nice installation film (18 min) that runs automatically in a loop,
filmed at the harbour of Rotterdam showing lots of fascinating moving
water-surface patterns using also field recordings for the collaged
sounds... a collaboration of MACHINEFABRIEK with MARCO DOUMA
(images) and ROEL MEELKOP (sounds), comes with option for stereo &
stereo surround sound; this brings the typical, contemplating harbour
atmosphere into your rooms...

€13,00

www.pierdrie.org

Illusion Production IP
052

2012

collectors item! Mini-CD in handmade/silkscreened sleeve that comes in a
large surprise-bag with fake-newspaper! DDAA perform their first single
(1979) again in a special way, lim. 200

€12,50

http://hip.hip.ip.free.fr/ddaa/ddaa.php3

Important Records
IMPREC 369CD

2012

re-issue of three rare/deleted mailorder-only LPs, lim. 1000

€44,00

www.importantrecords.com

Thrill Jockey thrill 246

2010

TONY BUCK (THE NECKS), DAVID DANIELL and CHRISTIAN

€16,50

www.thrilljockey.com

22 DÄLEK - Absence
DAUBY, YANNICK / HITOSHI
23 KOJO / MICHAEL NORTHAM Koriigon

do-LP & CD Ici D'Ailleurs #IDA073

CD

DAVIS, GARETH & STEVEN R.
24
SMITH - The Line across

LP

DEEP LISTENING BAND Needle Drop Jungle

do-LP

25

DOUMA, MARCO / ROEL
26 MEELKOP / RUTGER
ZUYDERVELT - Pierdrie
D.D.A.A. - Jet over Kashima
27 Airport include the Hit Miss
Vandann
28 ELEH - Retreat, Return, Repose
29 FENNESZ / DANIELL / BUCK -

DVD

mCDR &
bag
3 x CD
LP

Observatoire OBS*
041cd

3

Knoxville

30 FIRST LAW - A Future so bright

31 GROUPER - A I A

32 HAMPSON, ROBERT - Signaux
HAMPSON, ROBERT Suspended Cadences
HAPSBURG BRAGANZA 34
Recurring Dreams
33

35 HENRY COW - Concerts
ICHIYANAGI, TOSHI 36
Improvisation Sep. 1975
IF, BWANA with/and/by TRIO
37 SCORDATURA - E (and
sometimes why)
38

ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Mort
aux vaches (II)

ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Mort
39
aux vaches (I)

FENNESZ collaborating for the Big Ears festival in Knoxville 2009 - "a
darkly atmospheric piece of music that ebbs and flows with remarkable
cohesion"; comes with free download code

2012

amazing new/refined direction for this German "dark synth / cosmic
ambient" project, now using more instrumental sounding elements like
guitar, piano, percussion, at times going into psychedelic / Kraut / 70's
directions... always moody & hypnotic, somewhere between TANGERINE
DREAM, BOHREN and slow electronic ambient / ritual industrial...
excellent and very much worth to check out !!

€13,00

www.loki-found.de

Kranky Records
KRANK 168CD

2012

CD-issue of the two part album subtitled "Dream Loss" and "Alien
Observer" (the vinyl versions are as usual already sold out), with
recordings from the past 4 years; more song-oriented material by the
unique magique- melancholic / droney / low-fi chanteuse from Portland,
OR

€18,50

www.brainwashed.com/kranky

LP

Editions Mego emego
148.1

2012

2-channel mix of a new 8-channel piece recorded at Planetarium ECM
Mendes France in Poitiers in 2012, this uses only "analog" generated
sounds & frequencies

€16,00

www.editionsmego.com

LP

Editions Mego emego
148.2

2012

sister-release to "Signaux", two improvised pieces for guitar & analogue
electronics, no computer manipulations used

€16,00

www.editionsmego.com

do-LP

Alt.Vinyl av035

2012

first full vinyl-album for this project from Newcastle, UK, psychedelic
guitar-ambience & foggy "stoner"-drone... filed under "esoterica", lim. 250

€21,50

www.altvinyl.com

do-LP

Recommended
Records ReR VHC

2012

re-issue of live-album from 1976, containing a Peel Session from 1975
and recordings from various concerts held throughout Europe, feat.
ROBERT WYATT

€20,00

www.rermegacorp.com

Phoenix Records
ASHLP3032

2012

with MICHAEL RANTA & TAKEHISA KOSUGI, re-issue of LP from 1975;
a mixture of crazily processed acoustic sounds and electronics, sources
are hard to recognize, just great "Geräuschmusikkk" ! 180gr pressing with
Japanese lyric sheet insert

€21,50

Pogus Productions
P21062-2

2012

IF, BWANA collaborates with a vocal- & instrumental ensemble from
Amsterdam, using female voice, viola, keyboard and much more; very
dense, dark & original tracks between new music, drone & improvisation

€20,00

www.pogus.com

CD

Staalplaat / Mort aux
Vaches

1999

IOS were the first ever group who got a second "Mort Aux Vaches"release! Rec. "live in the studio" at VPRO Amsterdam on 21. May 1997,
comes in great sand-paper cover, lim. 1000

€14,50

www.staalplaat.com

CD

Staalplaat / Mort aux
Vaches

1996

soon to be rare, back in stock NEW copies! This was the third ever
release in the MORT AUX VACHES-series from Staalplaat/VPRO
Amsterdam, two long ambient movements, rec. 20.05.1995 .. all music by
DAN BURKE and KURT GRIESCH

€14,50

www.staalplaat.com

€12,00

www.substantia-innominata.de

€13,00

www.loki-found.de

CD

do-CD

LP

do-CD

LOKI Foundation
LOKI 058

ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Sweet
Dreams

10"

Substantia Innominata
SUB-17

2012

three quite distinctive pieces on this 10" record and shows once again the
great craftmanship of Daniel Burke" [FdW/Vital Weekly] - 3-track EP by
the legendary experimental project from Illinois / Chicago-area around
DAN BURKE, lim. 500, 3-colour vinyl with stunning artwork by TILMANN
BENNINGHAUS, Berlin, and mastering by THOMAS DIMUZIO !!

41 INADE - Audio Mythology One

CD

LOKI Foundation

2012

collection of rare & unreleased material from the archives (2002-2011), all

40

4

LOKI 057

42

KA-SPEL, EDWARD - Tanith
and the Lion Tree

43 KESZLER, ELI - Catching Net

44

45

KOJO, HITOSHI - High Tide
Mirror

KRENG - Works for Abattoir
Ferme 2007-2011

LAGOWSKI presents LEGION 46 False Dawn. 20th Anniversary
Expanded Edition

47

48

LILES, ANDREW - Schmetaling
Monster of Rock

LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled
(2010)

LOS ANGELES FREE MUSIC
49 SOCIETY (LAFMS) - Blorp
Esette

50

LOSCIL - Sketches from New
Brighton

51 LOSCIL - Sketches from New

CD

do-CD

CD

Cold Spring Records
CSR171CD

PAN PAN32CD

Omnimomento om 06

4 x LP-Box
Miasmah MIALP020
(+ 10")

unpublished so far & or now hard to find on deleted compilations; 8 tracks
2012

re-mastered re-issue of this beautiful KA-SPEL solo-album from 1991
(Third Mind Rec.) - comes with 3 bonus tracks not on the original CD

€12,50

www.coldspring.co.uk

2012

collection of installation-pieces by this US-american sound-artist,
combining ensemble-tracks (using instrumental sounds) and pure
installation-recordings => very strong, raw, experimental, noisy, great
packaging

€18,00

www.pan-act.com

2012

Ecstasis-Drones! Collection of live-material rec. 2012 in Switzerland &
France, very psyched out & spiritual acoustic drones with a strong
tendency to become weightless forms - using vocal material it reminds on
C. PALESTINE or VIBRACATHEDRAL ORCHESTRA, but there are also
beautiful uplifting light sound expanses that are pure & calm.. lim. 200,
very nice cover-design in 3 different colours (silk screened 300gr
cardboard stock)

€14,00

www.omnimemento.com

2012

collection of sinister theatre-work soundtracks for the Belgium-based
ABATTOIR FERME group, a perfect mixture of dark drones & sombre neo
classic tunes, all performed on a very high quality level; lim. 393 copies
with download-code and a bonus 10" with pieces for the TV-show
"Monster"

€60,00

www.miasmah.com

€14,00

www.zoharum.com

do-CD

Zoharum ZOHAR
033-2

2012

remastered re-issue of LEGIONs first album "False Down" rom 1992
(Hyperium), plus various bonus-material (7 rare / unreleased tracks, like
the "Tunnelvision" 7" version (Syntactic), an early "Accurone" demo
version, etc.) and three "False Dawn Revisited" remixes by GEOMATIC,
ZENIAL and MACIEK SZMCZUK; comes in luxurious 6-panel digipack; icy
cold cosmic ambience & machine-beat dancefloor tunes

LP

Dirter Promotions
DPROM 087LP

2012

LILES long (4 years) prepared "mock rock"-album in the crazy monsterseries, expect another personal brain-drain! 12 tracks and lots of guestmusicians, lim. 500 on red vinyl, luxus gatefold-cover

€18,50

www.dirter.co.uk

2012

first release on a new Russian label which inspires with amazing
packaging (custom handmade textured covers in different colours with set
of 3 photos inside) - and various new LOPEZ recordings made in 2010
exploring different ideas & conceptions, e.g. using original field recordings
made at buddhist monasteries in Burma; lim. 500 and highly
recommended!!

€20,00

www.alone-at-last.com

2011

...based around the two vinyl albums of the same name that appeared in
1978 (Vol.1) and 1980 (Vol.2), this re-mastered edition also contains 3
hours of previously unreleased tracks, and a 32p booklet; contains all
important LAFMS-projects, really massive !!

€27,50

www.myspace.com/michael_transparency

Kranky KRANKLP 171

2012

Canadian ambient artist creating highly refined & minimal electronic
"tactile virtual spaces", very subtle & nocturnal, it reminded us even on a
completely electronic version of BOHREN & DER CLUB OF GORE at
times, evoking DAVID LYNCHian atmospheres, but also BIOSPHERE &
more technoid areas are touched, always elegant & sublime! lim. vinyl
version

€27,00

www.kranky.net

Kranky KRANK171

2012

Canadian ambient artist creating highly refined & minimal electronic

€15,00

www.kranky.net

do-CD

Alone At Last [AAL]1

Transparency TRANS
4 x CD-BOX
0022

do-LP

CD

5

Brighton

52

MACHINEFABRIEK - Sol
Sketches

"tactile virtual spaces", very subtle & nocturnal, it reminded us even on a
completely electronic version of BOHREN & DER CLUB OF GORE at
times, evoking DAVID LYNCHian atmospheres, but also BIOSPHERE &
more technoid areas are touched, always elegant & sublime!
CD

Machinefabriek

2011

very introspective & silent piano-sketches & drones, like little melancholic
paintings; => music for the soundtrack of a documentary about SOL
LEWITT (written by CHRIS TEERINK); comes with scratchpad!

€12,00

www.machinefabriek.nu

€12,00

www.zoharum.com

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR
034-2

2012

re-issue of MT's last (5th) CD with recordings made 1993-1996, released
by IRIS LIGHT in 1997; showing their deeply droning spheric & harmonic
side, mainly based on field recordings & guitar-sounds... unavailable for a
long time, this lovely re-edition comes in a 6-panel digipack with excellent
new artwork by MARCIN LOJEK

54 MALDUR ATAI - Borgata

CD

Autarkeia acd 085

2012

dark & threatening apocalyptic industrial tunes - newest album by this
post-industrial project from Vilnius, very spooky, centered around the
murder of film-maker PIER PAOLO PASOLINI in 1975

€12,00

www.autarkeia.org

55 MALDUR ATAI - Checkpoint

CD

Autarkeia acd 047

2010

first album by this promising Lithuanian electronic industrial band, dealing
with the violent aspects of religion; dark synthetique ambient & slow
pulsing (c)old school industrial.. lim. 300, embossed digipack

€12,00

www.autarkeia.org

56 MALDUR ATAI - Holy Grief

7"

Autarkeia Vinyl 003

2010

their first 7", masterful dark spiritual ambience with ethnic elements
(beautiful chants)... lim. 246 copies, nice cover with embossing

€8,00

www.autarkeia.org

MENACE RUINE - Alight in
Ashes

CD

Profound Lore
Records PFL-106

2012

fourth album by the Canadian martial ambient/folk/black metal cult act,
who created a unique style since their first album/masterpiece "The Die is
Cast"

€14,50

www.profoundlorerecords.com

do-LP

Vinyl-On-Demand
VOD106

2012

compilation of old cassette-only & live material by one of the heroes &
truly experimental working sound-artists of the 80s/90s tape scene, who
once had the legendary GENERATOR record shop & gallery in New York
City; lim. 500 gatefold-cover

€27,50

www.vinyl-on-demand.com

Alt.Vinyl av037

2012

after the great 7" on Lumberton this is the very first solo LP/album for the
ex VOLCANO THE BEAR - an incredible record full of weird, melancholic
& unsettling arrangements (using often vocal & instrumental sources but
also simple electronics, loops & tapes), at times it sounds like a more
orchestral/humming version of GHEDALIA TAZARTES, then more 80's
styled similar to RESIDENTS or RENALDO & THE LOAF, all lovely
surreal; lim. 250 copies, very much recommended for explorers of the
unexpectable..

€16,50

www.altvinyl.com

Moonsun Ms006

2012

Up to the Spheres! Ethno-drone live improvisation recorded on a festival
in Russia Nov. 2011 - very organic & ritualistic, using flutes, chants,
overtones, recitations.. lim. 111

€10,00

www.moonsun.info

Editions Mego emego
156

2012

sounds like inert masses morphing slowly in complete darkness.. the new
collab by the Scandinavic drone-surrealists, again with an obscure story
behind (see press text)

€16,00

www.editionsmego.com

2012

challenging New Music for voice & electronics, a collection of works by
this classical trained singer, improviser & composer; => "a contemporary
U.S. feminist opera that seeks to denaturalize singing, listening, and
sound"

€13,00

www.deeplistening.org

53

57

MAEROR TRI - Emotional
Engramm

MONTGOMERY, GEN KEN 58
Postcards 1981-1986

59 MOTT, NICK - The Visitors

60 NEZNAMO / SIYANIE - Sonans

61

NILSEN, BJ &
STILLUPPSTEYPA - Goda Nott

NORDERVAL, KRISTIN - Aural
62
Histories

LP

CD-R

LP

CD

Deep Listening DL 45

6

NURSE WITH WOUND - A
sucked Orange / Scrag

2012

re-issue of the hard to find "Sucked Orange" album (originally on United
Dairies, 1989), plus the early "Scrag!" MC from 1987

€18,50

www.dirter.co.uk

Alt.Vinyl av036

2012

DANIEL PADDENs (VOLCANO THE BEAR) solo-project has grown to a
quartet and encharms with a bizarre version of folk-influenced music,
which has been compared to ROBERT WYATT or A HAWK AND A
HAWKSAW; lim. 250 only !!

€16,50

www.altvinyl.com

maxi-CD

The Unidentified TUF
02

2012

live recording (15 min) plus two remixes of the source material from both
artists

€8,00

www.machinefabriek.nu

do-CD

Old Captain OCCD01
/ Steinklang Industries
SK 58

2012

the death industrial project of OLEGH KOLYADA (FIRST HUMAN
FERRO, IN MEDITARIUM) from Ukraine with recordings made around
2000; feat. four collaborations with DEUTSCH NEPAL, WERTHAM,
ISOMER and STREICHER; lim. 300 DVD case

€15,00

www.oleghkolyada.com

CD

Monochrome Vision
(mv39)

2011

collaboration by ZAN HOFFMAN aka ZANSTONES and PBK, resulting in
amazing rich & colourful psychedelic/electronic space drones, using
acoustic instruments too.. lim. 500

€12,00

www.monochromevision.ru

68 PSYCHIC TV - Live at Thee Ritz

do-CD

Cold Spring Records
CSR173CD

2012

rec. 6.Nov. 1983, the complete first ever show of PTV, with the legendary
line-up: GENESIS P-ORRIDGE, PETER CHRISTOPHERSON, JOHN
BALANCE (GEFF RUSHTON at that time), ALEX FERGUSSON, JOHN
GOSLING !!!

€16,00

www.coldspring.co.uk

PYRAMIDS with WRAITHS Magpie & Raven

LP

Aurora Borealis
ABX055

2012

one-sided clear vinyl LP with epic 25 min track - feat. members of BURIAL
HEX as well as BEN FLEURY-STEINER (PARADIN) and TARA
VANFLOWER; lim. 350 in clear PVC outer sleeve / vellum inner sleeve;
incl. download code card

€20,00

www.aurora-b.com

2012

the missing FINAL part in the ReutTRaum-series by the Russian doomambient industrialists and pioneers of the local scene; luxurious edition
(fold out cover, designer paper, two photos attached, pink vinyl) limited to
only 50 copies!

€15,00

€15,00

63

ONE ENSEMBLE OF DANIEL
64
PADDEN - Oriole
65

ONE MAN NATION &
MACHINEFABRIEK - same

66 OSTARBEITER - The Iron Era

67

69

PBK & ZANSTONES - Mantis
Fog Desert

70 REUTOFF - ReuTRauM I

do-CD

LP

United Dirter
DPROMDCD101

7"

Fronte Nordico RT I

71 REUTOFF - ReuTRauM VII

7"

Fronte Nordico HHE
030 V

2012

the missing FIRST part in the ReuTRaum-series (7 x 7"es on 7 different
countries, one was released on Drone Records!), finally out; luxurious
edition (fold out cover, designer paper, two photos attached, grey vinyl)
limited to only 50 copies!

72 SAND - Sylph Ballet

LP

Rotorelief
ROTOR0008

2012

third part in the SAND release series on ROTORELIEF, numbered ed.
333 copies on coloured vinyl, deluxe heavy duty cover, cover paining:
BABS SANTINI (STEVEN STAPLETON)

€25,00

http://rotorelief.com

73 SAVAGE REPUBLIC - Varvakios

CD

LTM Publishing
LTMCD 2572

2012

new album by the Californian cult-group recorded February 2012 in
Athens, Greece, feat. BLAINE REININGER of TUXEDOMOON - a kind of
sequel to the legendary CUSTOMS LP from 1989 !

€15,00

www.ltmrecordings.com

do-CD

Aurora Borealis
ABX058

2012

epic debut-album by this droney newcomer (also active as GNAW THEIR
TONGUES, etc.) with very orchestral & bombastic harmonic ambience
"filtered through noise and black metal aesthetics", rawl & explosive
melancholy, very worth to check out !

€19,50

www.aurora-b.com

2011

stunning secretful musique concrete (reel to reel treatments!) from Italy,
using lots of water- & animal-sounds & other field- & object-recordings..
tons of tiny details to discover, very agile & with many surprising twists
and lovely, mysterious passages....

€15,00

www.dieschachtel.com

74 SEIROM - 1973
SELVAFIORITA, FABIO /
75 VALERIO TRICOLI - Death by
Water

CD

Die Schachtel ZEIT
C07

7

76

SET FIRE TO FLAMES - Sings
Reign Rebuilder

CD

Alien8 Recordings
ALIEN30CD

2001

first album from this "melancholic super-group" (13 members) feat.
GODSPEED YOU! members & more... true melancholic beauty ! BACK IN
STOCK

€13,00

www.alien8recordings.com

77

SKY BURIAL / SELF - Dis
Manibus Sacrum

10"

Peripheral Records
PR011

2012

ambient industrial split-10" with great track by SKY BURIAL (a must for
anyone into CYCLIC LAW or MALIGNANT-releases), and a SLOGUNsideproject on Side B; only 250 copies pressed !

€12,00

www.peripheralrecords.co.uk

2012

collection of all 7"es and many compilation-appearances by the master of
"mysterious object-drones" from Seattle on MC & LP & CD from 19922001 - 28 tracks in total, almost impossible to know all this material;
comes in nice box, highly recommended !!

€26,00

Goofin' Records
GOO-016

2012

live recording from a show performed in Chicago fall 1985 when S.Y.
where at the climax of their experimental / avantgardish phase, between
cult-albums BAD MOON RISING and EVOL; - the earliest live multi-track
recording of a SONIC YOUTH show that exists !!

€23,00

Autarkeia acd 068

2012

debut-album of a Lithuanian martial / ambient / folk - project devoted to restate ancient rituals & prayers of the past by Indo-European tribes, using
original Iranian / Old Prussian / Old High German / Gothic / etc. language..

€12,00

www.autarkeia.org

Rural Colours rc048

2011

shimmering, poly-layered guitar ambience with lots of space & air....
comes in little cloth-bag with inlay, very rare, lim. 75

€12,00

www.ruralcolours.co.uk

2012

re-issue of first album (CD-R from 2004) by this interesting Latvian
industrial group, pounding & heavy old school industrial, "cryo-ambient",
very electronic & varified...lim. 500 on OLEGH KOLYADAs (FIRST
HUMAN FERRO) new label

€12,00

www.oleghkolyada.com

Sublamp

2012

newest self-released work by this "experimental digi-ambience" artist from
L.A., eruptive & oceanic drone-waves & sculptures with enough
mesmerizing rawness, somewhere between TIM HECKER and YANN
NOVAK maybe...

€9,00

Streamline
STREAMLINE 1031

2011

finally in stock, this long one-tracker release by the rising ambient
composer from the States, very calm & meditative emotional drones... out
on CHRISTOPH HEEMANS label

€15,00

www.dragcity.com/store/label/st

2012

lim. 500 - NEW recordings - as hyped up and riotous & surprising as ever,
but this album shows also a much calmer side, using many typical Indian
sound sources! "Ghedalia Tazartes immerses himself into the sea of
Indian traditions in Kerala, from Katakhali dance and music to field
recordings" - the DVD has additionally over 60 minutes of original video
material made in India

€27,00

www.vonarchives.com

CD

Monochrome Vision
(mv41)

2012

debut full-length CD by TBC on the high-class MONOCHROME VISION
label from Moscow - "modern mythology" (c)old school noise drone (using
old analog synths), raw & low-fi & distorted, but also authentic & full of
tension & with true underground spirit....

€12,00

www.monochromevision.ru

7"

Ted Serios Music N°3

2012

new project of ANSGAR WILKEN from Berlin combining passionate
sound-poetry (using JEAN COCTEAU and his own lyrics) with minimal
hammering acoustics, very daring & challenging & truly experimental !!

€7,50

Denovali DEN113

2012

re-issue of the debut-album of this Montreal-based guitarist and
ambient/drone-explorer; feat. AIDAN BAKER on one track; lim. 300 on

€25,00

SMALL CRUEL PARTY - An
78
Accident in Substance
SONIC YOUTH - Smart Bar
79
Chicago
80 SPANXTI - Dheghom
81

STROM NOIR - Music for the
Succulents

STROPS - Slepenie
82
Rotallaukumi

83 SUBLAMP - Orphan Horns

84

85

SZCZEPANIK, NICHOLAS Please stop loving me

TAZARTES, GHEDALIA - Coda
Lunga

TBC - Insecta: The Birth of
86
Gods
87

THEY FOUND MY BODY BY
THE RIVER - same

88

THISQUIETARMY Unconquered

3 x CD BOX Harbinger Sound 053

do-LP

CD

mCD-R

CD

CD-R

CD

LP + DVD

do-LP

Old Captain OCCD02

Von Archives von 016

8

www.sublamp.com

www.theyfoundmybodybytheriver.tumblr.com

www.denovali.com

black vinyl, gatefold-sleeve

TROUM & REUTOFF - Kreuzung
89 Zwei: Creatura Per Creaturam
Continetur
90

TSUNODA, TOSHIYA - Low
Frequency observed at Maguchi

91 VASILISK - Tribal Zone

92 VAZHES - Urja

93 VIVENZA - Veriti Plastici

94 V.A. - Benefiets for Japan

95

96

97

V.A. - DRONE-MIND // MINDDRONE Vol. 2

V.A. - Revenge? Yes! NORDIC
AUDIO MODERN 2012

V.A. - TOUCH. 30 Years and
counting

98 WATERCOLOURED WELL -

do-LP

Ewers Tonkunst HHE
019 V* (special ed.)

2012

collectors item, we only got a handful of copies!! Special edition lim. 50 on
GOLDen vinyl, comes in sewed cloth/canvas bag with REUTOFF &
TROUM-logos attached, plus TROUM-sticker only available from us !!

€39,00

CD

Hibari Music hibari-11

2007

pure field recordings of low frequency phenomena recorded at Maguchi
Bay in Japan; "your speakers or headphones may be damaged by
powerful low frequencies even if they're inaudible"; 61 min.

€12,00

www.hibarimusic.com

CD

Steinklang SK60

2012

surprising comeback by the Japanese ritual/ethno industrial band, creating
very percussive & droney mystic atmospheres with a political message
("Riot in Lhasa"), powerful & complex, absolutely stunning! Pure cult !!

€13,50

www.steinklang.at

2010

3-track EP with truly primitive & archaic epxerimental sounds, made with
flutes, percussion, vocal-hums, drones & noise, recorded outdoors (?) in
the mythical village of URJA (Perm region), feat. VRESNIT and AKPAN...
from ecstasis to contemplation.. lim. 117 copies, handmade cardboard
cover with three colour photos

€8,00

2012

third part of the first works of VIVENZA (originally MC from 1983), based
on the theory of RUSSOLO's bruitism; comes with text "LE PROGRAMME
FUTURISTE DE RETOUR A LA REALITE MATERIELLE"; this luxus LP
re-edition (very thick oversized cover) in white or red vinyl, numbered ed.
333 copies

€22,00

http://rotorelief.com

2012

benefit sampler project that was planned immediately after the Tsunamicatastrophe in Japan; 36 artists have taken part, for example: EMIL
BEAULIEAU, MICHAEL BARTHEL, YUI ONODERA, PRURIENT, FRANS
DE WAARD, DAVE PHILLIPS, ANLA COURTIS, SUDDEN INFANT,
CHRISTIAN DERGARABEDIAN, HER NAME IS CALLA, THE HATERS,
RUDOLV EB.ER, etc. etc.. 5 Euro from every sold copy goes to the Red
Cross and to the "heart on coin-kizuna" project in Japan

€17,00

www.licht-ung.de

2012

second volume in the NEW Drone Records series, feat: YANN NOVAK
(USA), STROM NOIR (Slovakia), EMME YA (Columbia), KARL
BÖSMANN (Germany); lim. 500 - four different vinyl-colours! PRE
ORDER your copy now (first Vol. is almost sold out), official RELEASE
DATE: 21.12.2012 !!!

€15,00

www.dronerecords.de

2012

compilation released to the occasion of the "Nordic Audio Modern" festival
that happened May 2012 in Vilnius, Lithaunia; exclusive material only by:
INADE, DEUTSCH NEPAL, HERBST9, IN SLAUGHTER NATIVES,
LAND:FIRE, FJERNLYS, MALDUR ATAI, CIRCULAR, etc.. lim. 500, 14
tracks, almost 79min. playtime, an excellent industrial compilation!

€13,00

www.autarkeia.org

Touch Tone 33

2012

the famous British experimental label celebrates with this their 30th
anniversary - all tracks are exlusive and original to this release:
FENNESZ, BRUCE GILBERT, BJ NILSEN, CHRIS WATSON, MIKA
VAINIO, VON HAUSSWOLFF, BIOSPHERE, Z'EV, FRANCISCO LOPEZ,
HILDUR GUDNADOTTIR, etc... coincidenes with the "Touch.30
Atmospheres 4 festival" in London 5./6.Dec. 2012; comes in gatefoldcover, lim. 1000

€19,00

www.touchmusic.org.uk

Monochrome Vision

2012

8 people experimental / post-industrial / impro ensemble from Germany

€12,00

www.monochromevision.ru

mCD-R

LP

do-CD

LP

CD

do-LP

CD

Operator Produkzion
OPERPRODUKT 64

Rotorelief
ROTOR0029

Licht-Ung

Drone Records MIND02

Autarkeia acd 086

9

www.operatorprod.narod.ru

Arsonist's Rebirthday Audition

99

100

101

WHITE, FRANCES - In the
Library of Dreams

X-TG - Desertshore / The Final
Report

X-TG - Desertshore / The Final
Report

102 YEAST CULTURE - IYS

(mv42)

CD

do-LP

do-CD

LP

Pogus Productions
P21064-2

Industrial Records

Industrial Records

Art Into Life AIL 005

with debut-album, feat. MR. EBU and RONNIE OLIVERAS
(DATASHOCK), recorded in Mainz in January 2011 (Walpodenakademie)

2012

highly interesting subtle & poetic "dream theater" music performed on
acoustic instruments (like the Japanese bamboo flute 'Shakuhachi',
violin/viola, clarinet, piano...), using also field recordings & electronics, by
this female composer from New Jersey (USA), whose music has been
used in three GUS VAN SAINT films

€13,00

www.pogus.com

2012

the "post-TG" trio (PETER CHRISTOPHERSON, CHRIS CARTER &
COSEY FANNI TUTTI = 3/4 of TG) with two projects / albums [one is a
're-imagined coverversion' of NICO's cultalbum "Desertshore" from 1970],
based on recordings made 2009 & 2010 in London & Bangkok before
Peter's death, feat. various guest musicians like ANTONY, MARC
ALCMOND & BLIXA BARGELD, etc.. limited vinyl version with 12" booklet
& gatefold cover. NOW IN STOCK !

€26,50

www.x-tg.com

2012

the "post-TG" trio (PETER CHRISTOPHERSON, CHRIS CARTER &
COSEY FANNI TUTTI = 3/4 of TG) with two projects / albums [one is a
're-imagined coverversion' of NICO's cultalbum "Desertshore" from 1970],
based on recordings made 2009 & 2010 in London & Bangkok before
Peter's death, feat. various guest musicians like ANTONY, MARC
ALCMOND & BLIXA BARGELD, etc.. CD-version with 12p booklet,
postcard & bonus-track. NOW IN STOCK!

€19,00

www.x-tg.com

2012

re-issue of a wonderful LP from 1989 with secretful organic drone/microsounds based on brushwood or branches (?) nature sounds, specially
processed...; comes in incredible handmade / ART gatefold-cover =>
multi-coloured silk screened (even the labels are hand-coloured) with
diverse banderoles & can be fold out like a poster; lim. 300 on grey vinyl

€29,00

the END
(is just another beginning)
.....
DRONE RECORDS Non-Entertaining-Muzak LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO MODERN CLASSIC Explorer 7"- vinyl-series of international artists with hand- or selfmade covers 10"- vinyl concept-series SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA ('Sing the Song of the Unknown')
home of TRANSGREDIENT Records (the Troum-label : www.troum.com) shipping-adress: Stefan Knappe Celler Strasse 33 28205 Bremen * Germany answer-phone: x49-421-7942996
www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de
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